According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), more than 30 percent of adult Americans may have prediabetes. Even more surprising, the CDC estimates that 90 percent of people who have prediabetes do not know that they have it. Irene Irby, NP, Doctors Community Practices at Riverdale, educates us about this condition.

Let’s Start with a Brief Description of Diabetes

Our bodies get sugar or glucose from the foods we eat. Glucose travels through our bloodstream and then enters cells. As part of this process, the hormone insulin helps the body turn glucose into energy. People who have type 2 diabetes do not produce enough insulin or are unable to use it effectively. So, increased levels of glucose remain in the bloodstream (high blood sugar). Too much glucose in the blood can cause problems with the kidneys, eyes, circulatory system and nervous system. This condition can also increase the risk of stroke, heart disease and amputation.

So, What’s Prediabetes?

Also called “borderline diabetes,” prediabetes means that you have unusually high blood sugar levels, but not elevated enough to be diagnosed as type 2 diabetes. People who have prediabetes are at an increased risk for developing diabetes.

For those who have prediabetes, poor insulin regulation can begin to damage the body. Without treatment, most people who have prediabetes will develop type 2 diabetes within ten years. Yet, prediabetes has no symptoms—so how can you know if you have this condition?

Prediabetes can be diagnosed with a simple blood test. The American Diabetes Association suggests that adults who are overweight and have one or more additional risk factors talk to their doctors about getting tested for prediabetes.
Your body is a complex system. Each part has an important role in supporting your well-being. The same is true at Doctors Community Health System. Our network of care can help you maintain and improve your overall health. So, let our system care for yours.

At the heart of this system is our flagship – Doctors Community Hospital in Lanham, Maryland. For your convenience, we complement the hospital’s medical and surgical programs with more than a dozen centers of care located throughout the area:

- Ambulatory Surgery
- Bariatric and Weight Loss Program
- Breast Health
- Digestive Care
- Emergency Services
- Endocrinology and Diabetes Care
- Imaging Services
- Infusion Care
- Orthopedic Service
- Primary Care
- Radiation Oncology
- Rehabilitation Program
- Sleep Care
- Surgical Services
- Wellness Center
- Wound Care

Contact us for more information or to schedule an appointment.
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